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1 Requirements and Design Principles 
The Metadata Extraction and Search Interfaces offer a framework which allows for crawling 
specific knowledge resources and extraction their metadata. Furthermore, extracted metadata 
can be made persistently available for search using Metadata Extraction Listener and Search 
Interfaces of the Framework. RDF description produced by the Metadata Extraction can be 
adjusted using Ontology Mapper Interface. 
 
The Metadata Extraction Interface can be used in two different ways. On the one hand it 
provides methods to crawl a specified URI and mapping the metadata schema of the crawler 
to the application ontology. The application has to take care about storing the returned 
metadata. Alternatively, Metadata Extraction Interface provides listener/event based methods. 
Thereby an application can be registered as a listener by the Metadata Extractor, which fires 
an event to the listener providing the crawled metadata for each document. The listener then 
has to take care about further processing like e.g. storing metadata.  
2 Overview of the Architecture 
 
Figure 1: Overview (Crawling a URI) 
 
The Simple Metadata Extractor Interface offers facilities to crawl knowledge resources (files) 
and extract all of their metadata. The result is expressed in RDF. The RDF schema can be 
adjusted to the application’s needs by the Ontology Mapper Interface. 
 
 
Figure 2: Overview (event/listener) 
The event/listener approach is more suitable for crawling large directories and is more 
flexible. It is possible to register several Listeners, which take care of storing the crawled 
data. The crawling process is started using processExtractedMetadata() from the Metadata 
Extractor Interface. It will first call DoBeforeCrawl() on the Listener, which allows it to setup 
all that is needed for storing data, i.e. opening the storage like e.g. database or inverted index. 
After each successful extraction of the metadata from a document, AddDocument() from the 
Listener Interface is called. Here the Metadata Extractor stores the extracted data, possibly in 
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its storage backend. The Listener can optionally call Ontology Mapper interface to adjust the 
RDF schema of the data. On completion, DoAfterCrawl() is called, which allows the Listener 
to close its backend, or do any additional post processing. 
 
After crawling, the storage backend can be queried for information using the query() method 
in the Metadata Search Interface.  
3  API Specification Simple Crawler Interface 
3.1 Overview  
The crawler is the interface to the application. It features methods to extract metadata for a 
specified list of URIs. The result is returned as list of RDF strings in the order of the supplied 
URIs. As URIs can contain folders, the recursive flag specifies whether to crawl them 
recursively or not.  
3.2 Methods Definitions 
3.2.1 crawl 
  
This method is used to initiate a crawl on a resource. 
 
Method name crawl  









The following faults can occur: 
· ExtractionFailureException in case the metadata extraction interface encountered an 
error. 
· OntologyMappingFailureException in case the ontology mapping failed. 
· InvalidURIException in case the URI was invalid 
3.2.1.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
ExtractionFailureException 
 
This error is passed from the Metadata Extraction 
Interface. The specific reason is given within. 
OntologyMappingFailureException This error is passed from the Ontology Mapper 
Interface. Reason: Metadata Extractors schema is not 
recognized by the Ontology Mapper. 
InvalidURIException This error indicates that supplied URI is not valid. 
Table 1. Overview of Crawler Interface Faults 
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3.2.1.2 Preconditions 
A valid URI referencing a file or directory on a reachable location is provided. 
3.2.1.3 Postconditions 
An RDFString containing all extracted metadata from the given URIs, mapped to the chosen 
ontology is returned. 
3.2.1.4 Crawl Interface Implementation Issues 
-  
 
4 API Specification Simple Metadata Extractor Interface 
4.1 Overview  
     
The Metadata Extractor acts as interface to an extraction engine. All the supplied URI(s) will 
be crawled and the metadata will be returned in RDF format. This method should only be 
called by the crawler. Alternatively the extracted RDF data is passed to a listener, which takes 
care of the further processing. This way the application can call the Metadata Extractor. 
4.2 Methods Definitions 
4.2.1 extractMetadata (internal) 
 
This method is used to initiate a crawl on a resource to the crawling backend. 
 
Method name extractMetadata  








The following faults can occur: 
 
· ExtractionFailureException in case the crawler backend encountered an error. 
· InvalidURIException in case the URI was invalid. 
 
4.2.1.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
ExtractionFailureException 
 
This error is passed from the crawler backend class. 
The specific reason is given within. 
InvalidURIException This error indicates that supplied URI is not valid. 
Table 2. Overview of Extract Metadata Interface Faults 
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4.2.1.2 Preconditions 
A valid URI referencing a file on a reachable location is provided. 
4.2.1.3 Postconditions 
An RDFString containing all extracted metadata from the given URI is returned. 
4.2.1.4 extractMetadata Implementation Issues 
- 
4.2.2 processExtractedMetadata  
This method is used to issue a crawl on a resource to the crawling backend. The extracted data 
is passed document by document to all registered listeners. 
 
Method name processExtractedMetadata  









The following faults can occur: 
 
· ExtractionFailureException in case the crawler backend encountered an error. 
· InvalidURIException in case the URI was invalid. 
· OntologyMappingFailureException in case the ontology mapping failed. 
4.2.2.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
ExtractionFailureException 
 
This error is passed from the crawler backend class. 
The specific reason is given within. 
InvalidURIException This error indicates that supplied URI is not valid. 
OntologyMappingFailureException This error is passed from the Ontology Mapper 
Inteface. In case the Metadata Extractor schema is not 
recognized by the Ontology Mapper. 
Table 3. Overview of the Metadata Extractor Interface Faults 
4.2.2.2 Preconditions 




4.2.2.4 processExtractedMetadata Implementation Issues 
- 
4.2.3 RegisterListener 
This method is used to register a listener by the Metadata Extractor framework. The registered 
listener will be called when new metadata arrives from the crawling backend. 
 
Method name RegisterListener  
Return type void 
Name Type Parameters 
Listener MetadataExtractorListener 
Fault - 
4.2.3.1 Fault Mechanism 
- 
4.2.3.2 Preconditions 
A valid listener implementation is provided. The listener needs to implement Metadata 
Extractor Listener Interface (see later). 
4.2.3.3 Postconditions 
- 




This method is used to unregister a listener by the Metadata Extractor.  
 
Method name DeregisterListener  
Return type void 




4.2.4.1 Fault Mechanism 
- 
4.2.4.2 Preconditions 
A valid listener implementation is provided. The listener needs to implement Metadata 




4.2.4.4 extractMetadata Implementation Issues 
- 
5 API Specification Metadata Extraction Listener Interface 
5.1.1 DoBeforeCrawl  
This method is called before the actual crawling starts. Here the Listener can open its storage 
backend, prepare adding metadata etc.  
 
Method name DoBeforeCrawl  
Return type void 










5.1.1.4 DoBeforeCrawl Implementation Issues 
- 
5.1.2 DoAfterCrawl  
This method is called after the crawling is finished. Here the Listener can close its storage 
backend, finish adding documents, etc.  
 
Method name DoAfterCrawl  
Return type void 















This method adds the extracted metadata to the storage backend. It may call the Ontology 
Mapper Interface to convert the data into a format understood by the storage. 
 
Method name addDocument  








The following faults can occur: 
 
· ExtractionFailureException in case the RDF couldn’t be integrated. 
· OntologyMappingFailureException in case the ontology mapping failed.  
5.1.3.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
ExtractionFailureException 
 
This error occurs if the given RDF wasn’t 
understandable. The specific reason is given within. 
OntologyMappingFailureException This error is passed from the Ontology Mapper 
Interface in case the Metadata Extractors schema is 
not recognized by the Ontology Mapper.  





5.1.3.4 extractMetadata Implementation Issues 
By storing RDF in an inverted index (e.g. Lucene), all tags extracted from RDF can be added 
to separate fields in the Lucene inverted index. 
6 API Specification Metadata Query Interface 
6.1 Overview  
The Metadata Query Interface is used to query metadata storage. It sends a query to the 
storage and returns a list of documents matching the query. 
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6.2 Methods Definitions 
6.2.1 query  
This method queries the metadata storage for the supplied keywords. 
 
Method name Query  
Return type List<URI> 




The following faults can occur: 
 
· InvertedIndexException in case the query failed. 
6.2.1.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
InvertedIndexException  This is used to pass errors during the query to the 
application. 




A list of URIs matching supplied query has been returned. 
6.2.1.4 Query Implementation Issues 
If using inverted index (e.g. Lucene) as metadata storage, all tags extracted from RDF can be 
added to separate fields in the Lucene inverted index. Thereby a keyword query will try to 
find all keywords in all the fields. Additionally, a query can contain an indication in which 
metadata fields to search. Such query can have a form: field:keyword. The result of the search 
can be formatted as HTML snippets. 
7 API Specification Ontology Mapper Interface 
7.1 Overview  
The Ontology Mapper Interface is used to convert the RDF output of the Metadata Extractor 
into a schema the application understands. The methods of this interface should only be called 
by the Metadata Crawler or Metadata Listener. 
7.2 Methods Definitions 
7.2.1 mapOntology  




Method name mapOntology  
Return type RDFString 




The following faults can occur: 
 
· OntologyMappingFailureException in case the ontology mapping failed. 
7.2.1.1 Fault Mechanism 
 
Fault Name Description 
ExtractionFailureException 
 
Metadata Extractor’s schema is not expected or 
contains unknown elements. 
Table 6. Overview of Ontology Mapper Interface Faults 
7.2.1.2 Preconditions 
A valid RDFString describing a resource’s metadata is provided. 
7.2.1.3 Postconditions 
An RDFString in the destination schema has been created. 
7.2.1.4 Ontology Mapper Implementation Issues 
- 
